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 The benefit of exploratory testing and ad hoc testing by tester’s experience is 

that crucial bugs are found quickly. Regression testing and test case 

prioritization are important processes of software testing when software 

functions have been changed. We propose a test path prioritization method to 

generate a sequence of test paths that would match the testers’ interests and 

focuses on the target area of interest or on the changed area. We generate test 

paths form the activity diagrams and survey the test path prioritization from 

testers. We define node and edge weight to the symbols of activity diagrams 

by applying Time management, Pareto, Buffett, Binary, and Bipolar method. 

Then we propose a test path score equation to prioritize test paths. We also 

propose evaluation methods i.e., the difference and the similarity of test path 

prioritization to testers’ interests. Our proposed method had the least average 

of the difference and the most average of the similarity compare with  

the tester’s prioritization of test paths. The Bipolar method was the most 

suitable for assigning weights to match test path rank by the tester.  

Our proposed method also has given the affected path by changing area 

higher priority than the other test path. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Test case prioritization by importance is intended to rearrange the test cases to suit the needs of 

software testing. Those test cases that are the most important will be tested prior to the less important cases. 

Test case prioritization is very useful when faced with limited resources or limited testing time. Test case 

prioritization could rank test cases based on important objectives, i.e. facilitate target area or modification-

aware testing. Several studies broadly categorized the test case prioritization into coverage-based, 

requirements-based, risk-based, search-based, fault-based, history-based, and others e.g., cost-aware  

based [1-3]. Coverage-based test case prioritization is a testing method that examines the code directly.  

The primary measures i.e., code, statement, branch, and function coverage were the most widely used  

criteria [1, 3-5]. Requirements-based test case prioritization uses the requirements information to classify 

serious test cases [1]. It is to check whether the delivered software meets the needs of the customer or not [6]. 

Risk-based test case prioritization prioritizes the test cases that concern the major risks that affected  

the software [1]. Search-based test case prioritization finds the optimal ranking of the test cases by  

searching from the global space to fit the objectives, such as greedy, genetic algorithm, ant colony  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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optimization [1, 2, 7]. Some studies used a concept of hybridizing A* algorithm and ant colony optimization 

to generate and optimize the test paths [8]. Fault-based test case prioritization sequences the test case to 

detect targeted faults [1, 9]. History-based test case prioritization uses the history data, for example, the count 

of executions which revealed a fault to prioritize the test case [1]. 

Object-Oriented technology is currently widely used in developing software. The concept of  

Object-Oriented programming such as data dependence, control dependence, and dependency due to object 

relations are used for test case selection and test case prioritization [10]. The unified modeling language 

(UML) is a standard model used to design object-oriented programming [4]. Several studies have employed  

a UML model to generate and prioritize test paths by converting activity diagram into a tree structure [11],  

or a graph structure [5, 12-17] and then generating the test paths. Some studies have converted a sequence 

diagram into a graph structure [18, 19] and then generated test paths. Some have converted a state machine 

diagram [20, 21] into a graph structure and then generated test paths. Further, UML models with several 

diagrams have been converted and integrated into the same control flow graph to create and prioritize test 

paths. For example, by using a sequence diagram and interaction overview diagrams [22], using a sequence 

diagram and a state chart diagram [23], and using a use-case diagram, a sequence diagram, and an activity 

diagram [24]. In test case prioritization, several studies have assigned weights for activity diagrams or 

symbols of control flow graph to calculate the scores for test paths, and the scores were then used to prioritize 

the test paths. There are two groups of approaches to assign weights to the symbols of activity diagrams or 

control flow graphs. In the first group, the weights are assigned to nodes or symbols of the graph.  

Each symbol has a different weight. All the symbol weights affect the test path score [15, 16]. The weight 

calculation of a control flow graph node derives from the numbers of incoming edges to the node multiplied 

by the count of outgoing edges from the node [13]. In the second group, the weights are assigned to the edges 

of the graph. Some studies have assigned the weights to the outgoing edges of decision nodes [12].  

All the weights are calculated to find the test path score and the scores are used to prioritize the test paths by 

its importance.  

None of the above studies prioritized by the importance of the target area or of the changed area. 

Besides, they did not put an emphasis on the sequence according to the testers for their test paths of interest. 

Although special value testing or ad hoc testing [25] can be used to test the target area or changed area,  

these types of testing are only done by professionals in software testing. These professionals put a lot of 

effort into delivering appropriate test results that suit the customer’s requirements. So, this study proposes  

a test path prioritization method to generate a sequence of test paths that would match the testers’ interests 

and focuses on the target area of interest or on the changed area. 

The rest of this paper is divided as follows. Section 2 explains the research method used in this 

study. Experimental results and discussion are presented in section 3. Enhancement of the algorithms are 

presented in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper. 

Related work. Test case prioritization is a reordering of the test cases in a test suite for test 

executions. Test case prioritization aims to cover any given part of the program by: detecting faults earlier, 

finding high priority errors, focusing on testing of the last modified part, and reducing the time and cost of 

testing. Several studies have examined methods to prioritize test paths to increase the efficiency and 

effectiveness of testing [1, 26]. 

UML activity diagram is essentially a flowchart that chronologically organizes a set of activities that 

take place over time. The diagram symbols consist of initial, activity, transition, decision, merge, fork, join, 

swimlane, and final. A UML activity diagram is transformed into a graph structure or a tree structure to 

generate and prioritize test paths. In test case prioritization, weights are numeric values assigned to  

the symbols of a UML activity diagram or to the symbols of a control flow graph. Test case prioritization is 

then done according to the weights to determine which paths should be tested first [16]. The weights are set 

according to the symbols in the UML activity diagram. The UML activity diagram will be converted into  

a directed graph: G={A, E, in, F}, where A represents the nodes consisting of action nodes, object nodes,  

and control nodes i.e., decision, merge, fork, and join nodes, E represents the edges, E={(x, y)|x, y ∈ A}, in is 

an initial node, and F is a final node [4]. There are three approaches to assigning weights to the symbols of 

activity diagrams or to symbols of control flow graph. All weights are calculated to find out the test path 

scores. The scores were used to prioritize the test paths by importance. First, the weights are assigned to 

nodes of a graph [5, 13-18, 23, 24]. Second, the weights are assigned to edges of a graph [12].  

Third, the weights are assigned to both nodes and edges of a graph [11, 22]. According to some reports,  

the symbols in UML activity diagram or in control flow graph were assigned weights as in Table 1,  

and the calculation methods of test path scores are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 1. Comparison of weight assignment methods 
Name Symbol Assigned weights 

Initial node       1) weight=0 [15] 

Activity node  1) weight=1 [5, 11, 15, 16] 

2) weight=4, if the node was inter-depended activity [16] 

3) weight=6, if the node was control node [16] 

Normal edge  1) weight=1 [12] 

2) weight=2 [22] 

Edge passed the 

decision node 

 1) weight=total weight of all outgoing edges must be 1 [12] 

2) based on 80/20 rule [22] 

    edge weight=4 for the true edge of the decision node 

    edge weight=1 for the false edge of the decision node 
Decision node  1) weight=2 [11, 16] 

2) weight=4 [5, 15] 

Merge node  1) weight=2 [11] 

2) weight=3 [5, 15],  

Fork-join node    1) fork weight=2, join weight=2 [5, 15] 

2) fork weight=3, join weight=3 [11] 

3) fork weight=5, join weight=3 [16] 

Final node      1) weight=0 [15] 

 

 

Table 2. Comparison of calculation methods for test path scores 
Weight score Calculation methods for test path score 

Node 1)  sum of all node weights, where the weights of the nodes were assigned according to the type of symbols  

(see Table 1) [5, 15, 16] 

2)  sum of all node weights, where the weight of the first node equals 1 and the weight of the next node will have 

1 added until the last node [18, 23, 24] 

3)  sum of all node weights, where the weights of the nodes were assigned using Stack-based weight approach and  

the Basic IF Model [14, 17] 

4) the number of nodes+sum of node weights+the number of predicate nodes+the number of logical condition 

nodes [13] 

Edge 1)  sum of all edge weights, where the weights of the edges were assigned according to the type of edges  

(see Table 1) [12] 

Node and 

edge 

1)  sum of all node weights+sum of all edge weights, where the weights of the nodes were assigned according to 

the type of symbols (see Table 1) and the weights of the edges were assigned by the number of incoming 

dependencies of predecessor node multiplied by the number of outgoing dependencies of the successor  

node [11] 

2)  sum of all node weights+sum of all edge weights, where the weights of the nodes were assigned by using 

backward slices approach and the weights of the edges were assigned according to the type of edges  

(see Table 1) [22] 

 

 

Kaur et al. [13] proposed the prioritization of test paths descended from UML activity diagram by 

using complexity of the path as follows. First, the activity diagram was transformed into a control flow graph. 

Second, the test paths were generated from the control flow graph using the depth first search. When it found 

fork nodes, it would select one representative path by using breadth first search to get unique independent 

paths. Third, assigning a weight to each node IF(N) was by the number of incoming edges to the node 

FANIN(N) multiplied by the number of outgoing edges from that node FANOUT(N), using (1). Each test path 

score Wp was found by summing node weights Wi in the set Tp and n was the number of nodes, using (2). 

Fourth, the complexity C of test path was calculated using (3) by gathering the values of the number of nodes 

(Np), the score of test path (Wp), the number of predicate nodes (Pp), and the number of logical conditions 

(Cp).  And finally, the test paths would be prioritized from the highest path complexity to the lowest  

path complexity. 
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Wang et al. [15] proposed test path prioritization derived from UML activity diagram as follows. 

First, the activity diagram was transformed into a control flow graph. Second, the test paths were generated 

by the depth first search. Third, the weight of each node was assigned based on the type of symbols in UML 
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activity diagram. If the node was an initial node or an end node, it was assigned 0. If the node was an activity 

node, it was assigned 4. If the node was a fork node or a join node, it was assigned 2. If the node was a merge 

node, it was assigned 3. Next, each test path score f(x) was the sum of node weights Wi on that test path and n 

was the number of nodes in the chromosome C in the population P, using (4). Finally, this research 

prioritized the test paths from the highest score. If two test paths had the same score, it would randomly 

select the test path priority order between these.    
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Mahali and Acharya [16] proposed the prioritization of test paths using UML activity diagram and 

evolutionary algorithm as follows. First, the activity diagram was transformed into an activity graph and all 

test paths were created. Second, each node was assigned a weight based on the symbols of UML activity 

diagram. If the node was a normal activity node, it was assigned 1. If the node was a decision node, it was 

assigned 2. If the node was an activity of one thread depends on each other, it was assigned 3. If the all 

activity node was within the decision symbol or the fork-join symbol, it was assigned 4. If the node was  

a fork node, it was assigned 5. If the node was a control node, it was assigned 6. Third, the test path score 

F(x) was the sum of node weights Cri in that test path, using (5). This research prioritized the importance of 

test paths from the highest to the lowest path score.   
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Jena et al. [22] proposed test path generation and prioritization as follows. First, the interaction 

overview diagram was converted into an interaction graph. The sequence diagram was transformed into 

message sequence dependency graph. And then, the two graphs were combined into a sequence interaction 

graph. Second, all possible test paths were created from the graph by using depth first search.  

Third, the weights were set to each node of the graph according to the number of nodes affected by  

the current node, determined with backward slicing. The weight of normal edges was 2. The edge from  

a decision node was assigned by using 80/20 rule and weight 4 was assigned to the true valued edge (80%) 

while weight 1 was assigned to the false valued edge (20%). Fourth, the score of a path was the sum of node 

weights plus the sum of edge weights along the test path, using (6). Finally, this study prioritized the test 

paths from the highest score to the lowest score.  
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2. RESEARCH METHOD  

This study aimed to prioritize the importance of the test paths according to the target area of interest, 

the changed area, and the test paths prioritized by the testers. The steps are as follows. 

 

2.1.  Define the criteria to select the UML activity diagram 

The UML activity diagrams were selected according to the following criteria: the UML activity 

diagrams that were frequently used in research studies on software testing, the UML activity diagrams that 

were used in daily lives, the UML activity diagrams that were easy to understand, and the UML activity 

diagrams that had various control flows affecting the test path selection. The selection of UML activity 

diagrams depended on the control structure. Each UML activity diagram selected for this study had different 

control structures. As a result, the selected four UML activity diagrams for the experiment were as follows 

i.e., ATM Withdraw activity diagram [27], Shipping Order System activity diagram [13], Buy Beverage from 

Vending Machine activity diagram [11], and Mileage Purchase Web Portal activity diagram [28]. 

The ATM Withdraw activity diagram, applied from Boghdady et al. [27], comprises many types of 

control structures such as selection control structures consisting of one-way selection, two-way selection, and 

nested selection; and a one-way selection control structure within fork-join structures as shown in Figure 1.  

The Shipping Order System activity diagram, applied from Kaur et al. [13], comprises a fork-join structure 

with no control structure inside, selection control structure consisting of two-way selection, but there is no 

iteration control structure as shown in Figure 2. The Vending Machine activity diagram, applied from Sapna 

and Mohanty [11], which comprises two iteration control structures with pre-test loop. This diagram does not 
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have the fork-join structure as shown in Figure 3. The Mileage Purchase activity diagram, applied from 

Paiboonkasemsut and Limpiyakorn [28], comprises selection control structures consisting of two-way 

selection and nested selection, and there is a fork-join structure. This diagram does not have an iteration 

control structure as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. ATM withdraw activity diagram 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Shipping order system activity diagram 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Vending machine activity diagram 

 
 

Figure 4. Mileage purchase activity diagram 

 

 

2.2.  Transform the UML activity diagram to an activity flow graph 

The four activity diagrams were transformed to an activity flow graph. For the concurrence region,  

a questionnaire-based survey for test path by testers' interest, 65 professional software testers show that  

the path must be traversed from left-to-right. Each thread is listed from the activity of top-level to activity of 

low level according to the depth first search method.  

The ATM Withdraw activity diagram was transformed into an activity flow graph, which is  

a directed graph. Each node represents the symbols of activity diagram and each edge represents the flow in  

the activity diagram. The activity flow graph of ATM Withdraw activity diagram is depicted in Figure 5, 
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where I is the initial node, F is the final node, di is a decision node, fi is a fork node, and ji is a join node.  

The Shipping Order System activity diagram, the Vending Machine activity diagram, and the Mileage 

Purchase activity diagram were transformed into an activity flow graph, depicted in Figures 6-8 respectively. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. ATM withdraw activity flow graph 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Shipping order system activity flow graph 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Vending machine activity flow graph 

 
 

Figure 8. Mileage purchase activity flow graph 

 

 

2.3.  Questionnaire-based survey for test path prioritization by testers' interest 

The four activity diagrams in section 2.1 were used to generate test paths in each activity diagram. 

Then, the test paths were given to 65 professional software testers to prioritize them by importance according 

to their interests to create a baseline for comparisons. The data obtained were analyzed for prioritization 

frequencies of the test paths. The survey results on the prioritization of the test paths in ATM withdraw, 

Shipping order system, Vending machine, and Mileage purchase activity diagram according to the testers’ 

interests are summarized in Tables 3-6 respectively. In Table 3, the ATM withdraw activity diagram has 

generated 14 test paths (P1 to P14). All 65 testers will assign a path (row) to rank the importance of the test 

according to their interest by arranging them in order 1-14 (columns). The highest value depicted in  
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bold-faced in each column shows that the testers have the most agreement in that order. For example,  

most testers agree that P5 should test in the third rank of the test paths. 

 

 

Table 3. The results of the survey on prioritization of the test paths in ATM withdraw activity diagram 

according to the testers’ interests 
Test 

path no. 
Test path 

Rank of 

test path 

The frequency distribution of ranking 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

P1 I-1-2-d1-3-4-d2-5-f1-6-d3-7-j1-11-F 1 32 9 4 1 6 1 1 3 0 3 0 1 1 3 

P2 I-1-2-d1-2-d1-3-4-d2-5-f1-6-d3-7-j1-11-F 7 6 4 7 8 5 2 18 8 2 2 2 1 0 0 

P3 I-1-2-d1-3-4-d2-5-f1-6-d3-j1-11-F 2 7 19 7 3 2 7 4 4 1 2 6 0 3 0 

P4 I-1-2-d1-2-d1-3-4-d2-5-f1-6-d3-j1-11-F 8 0 3 5 8 2 5 9 16 5 4 2 3 2 1 

P5 I-1-2-d1-3-4-d2-8-d4-9-d5-5-f1-6-d3-7-j1-11-F 3 4 3 18 9 8 3 5 2 6 3 1 2 1 0 

P6 I-1-2-d1-2-d1-3-4-d2-8-d4-9-d5-5-f1-6-d3-7-j1-11-F 9 6 0 5 3 2 7 3 5 16 11 2 3 1 1 

P7 I-1-2-d1-3-4-d2-8-d4-9-d5-5-f1-6-d3-j1-11-F 4 0 2 6 18 3 5 9 8 3 2 4 1 3 1 

P8 I-1-2-d1-2-d1-3-4-d2-8-d4-9-d5-5-f1-6-d3-j1-11-F 10 1 6 1 1 4 5 4 9 6 16 6 2 0 4 

P9 I-1-2-d1-3-4-d2-8-d4-9-d5-10-11-F 5 0 1 2 0 19 7 6 3 9 5 5 6 1 1 

P10 I-1-2-d1-2-d1-3-4-d2-8-d4-9-d5-10-11-F 11 1 1 3 3 3 1 2 3 7 8 21 6 6 0 

P11 I-1-2-d1-3-4-d2-8-d4-10-11-F 6 0 0 1 7 3 16 1 4 6 5 7 10 4 1 

P12 I-1-2-d1-2-d1-3-4-d2-8-d4-10-11-F 12 1 0 6 2 4 0 3 0 1 2 8 26 5 7 

P13 I-1-2-d1-10-11-F 13 8 6 2 0 3 1 3 0 0 1 1 1 30 9 

P14 I-1-2-d1-2-d1-10-11-F 14 4 6 3 1 3 2 0 0 1 0 3 0 6 36 

 

 

Table 4. The results of the survey on prioritization of the test paths in shipping order system activity diagram 

according to the testers’ interests 

Test path 

no. 
Test path 

Rank of 

test path 

The frequency distribution 

of ranking 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

P1 I-1-2-d1-3-d2-15-F 6 8 10 7 3 1 23 13 

P2 I-1-2-d1-3-d2-f1-4-5-6-j1-d3-f2-7-8-j2-15-F 1 30 7 12 6 4 3 3 

P3 I-1-2-d1-3-d2-f1-4-5-6-j1-d3-14-15-F 3 1 10 27 10 10 5 2 

P4 I-1-2-d1-9-d4-10-f3-11-12-j3-13-3-d2-15-F 5 5 3 11 7 28 10 1 

P5 I-1-2-d1-9-d4-10-f3-11-12-j3-13-3-d2-f1-4-5-6-j1-d3-f2-7-8-j2-15-F 2 11 24 2 9 12 4 3 

P6 I-1-2-d1-9-d4-10-f3-11-12-j3-13-3-d2-f1-4-5-6-j1-d3-14-15-F 4 1 7 11 23 7 7 9 

P7 I-1-2-d1-9-d4-14-15-F 7 12 4 2 1 2 11 33 

 

 

Table 5. The results of the survey on prioritization of the test paths in vending machine activity diagram 

according to the testers’ interests 

Test path no. Test path 
Rank of 

test path 

The frequency distribution of ranking 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

P1 I-1-d1-8-F 10 10 1 3 1 2 1 2 0 2 43 

P2 I-1-d1-2-d2-8-F 9 1 12 1 6 3 4 2 4 29 3 

P3 I-1-d1-2-d2-3-4-5-8-F 1 34 5 6 3 4 5 3 2 1 2 

P4 I-1-d1-6-1-d1-8-F 8 1 5 5 2 8 4 1 29 9 1 

P5 I-1-d1-6-1-d1-2-d2-8-F 7 0 1 2 6 3 10 28 10 4 1 

P6 I-1-d1-2-d2-7-2-d2-8-F 5 0 5 10 7 20 7 7 3 6 0 

P7 I-1-d1-6-1-d1-2-d2-7-2-d2-8-F 6 0 2 1 9 9 21 10 6 4 3 

P8 I-1-d1-6-1-d1-2-d2-3-4-5-8-F 3 2 5 24 7 7 5 7 7 1 0 

P9 I-1-d1-2-d2-7-2-d2-3-4-5-8-F 2 9 25 10 3 5 1 1 1 6 4 

P10 I-1-d1-6-1-d1-2-d2-7-2-d2-3-4-5-8-F 4 9 6 2 20 4 9 3 2 2 8 

 

 

Table 6. The results of the survey on prioritization of the test paths in mileage purchase activity diagram 

according to the testers’ interests 
Test path 

no. 
Test path 

Rank of 

test path 

The frequency distribution of ranking 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

P1 I-1-2-d1-16-F 10 13 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 44 

P2 I-1-2-d1-3-d2-10-f1-11-12-13-14-j1-15-d6-4-5-d3-6-d4-7-d5-8-9-F 5 12 4 5 3 28 3 1 0 6 3 

P3 I-1-2-d1-3-d2-10-f1-11-12-13-14-j1-15-d6-4-5-d3-6-d4-7-d5-16-F 6 3 8 4 5 6 28 4 2 2 3 

P4 I-1-2-d1-3-d2-10-f1-11-12-13-14-j1-15-d6-4-5-d3-6-d4-16-F 7 0 2 9 8 1 8 28 6 3 0 

P5 I-1-2-d1-3-d2-10-f1-11-12-13-14-j1-15-d6-4-5-d3-16-F 8 0 3 7 8 4 3 6 32 2 0 

P6 I-1-2-d1-3-d2-10-f1-11-12-13-14-j1-15-d6-16-F 9 1 6 2 2 4 5 4 2 35 4 

P7 I-1-2-d1-3-d2-4-5-d3-6-d4-7-d5-8-9-F 1 39 4 1 1 5 3 2 3 1 6 

P8 I-1-2-d1-3-d2-4-5-d3-6-d4-7-d5-16-F 2 1 28 7 6 3 9 4 3 3 1 

P9 I-1-2-d1-3-d2-4-5-d3-6-d4-16-F 3 1 0 28 5 8 4 9 7 3 0 

P10 I-1-2-d1-3-d2-4-5-d3-16-F 4 1 7 1 25 3 4 5 10 7 2 

2.4.  Propose approaches to test path prioritization 
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2.4.  Propose approaches to test path prioritization 

The weight assignments in the activity flow graph transformed from the UML activity diagram are 

the topic of this section and then the scores of the test paths are calculated. The activity flow graph consists 

of nodes and edges as shown in Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8. The nodes and edges have assigned weights as follows. 

 

2.4.1. Define weights of the nodes in the activity flow graph 

Initial node and final node presented the flow start and the final step are assigned 0. Merge, fork, 

and join node which are the control node that deputed flow of the program are assigned 0. Decision node is 

assigned 0, we use several methods to consider the edge weights for the decision node instead. Activity node 

contained the program statement is assigned 1. 

 

2.4.2. Define weights of the edges in the activity flow graph 

Normal edge is assigned 1. Edge of decision node is based on the work breakdown structure. It can 

have more than 2 edges but the total weight of True value and false value is 100%. The True edge is assigned 

more weight than the false edge. In this research, the weight of an edge is based on either time management 

method, Pareto method, Buffett method, Binary method, or Bipolar method as shown in Table 7. The total 

weight of edges of a decision node is 5. The Time management, a 70/30 rule is applied to assign weights to 

edges from decision node [29]. For 70% the True edge weight assigned is 3.5, and 30% the false edge weight 

assigned is 1.5. The Pareto, an 80/20 rule is applied to assign weights to edges from the decision  

node [22, 29]. For 80% the True edge weight assigned is 4 and 20% the false edge weight assigned is 1.  

The Buffett, a 90/10 rule is applied to assign weights to edges from a decision node [29]. For 90% the True 

edge weight assigned is 4.5, and 10% the false edge weight assigned is 0.5. The Binary, a 100/0 rule is 

applied to assign weights to edges from the decision node. For 100% the True edge weight assigned is 5 and 

0% the false edge weight assigned is 0. The Bipolar, a 100/-100 rule is applied to assign weights to edges 

from the decision node. For 100% the True edge weight assigned is 5 and -100% the false edge weight 

assigned is -5. 

 

 

Table 7. Define weights of the edges from a decision node 

Edge 

Weight assignment methods 

Time management 

(70/30 rule) 

Pareto  

(80/20 rule) 
Buffett  

(90/10 rule) 
Binary  

(100/0 rule) 
Bipolar  

(100/-100 rule) 

True 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.0 

False 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 -5.0 

 

 

2.4.3. Calculating scores and prioritizing for test paths 

The test paths from each activity diagram were given scores Scorep to prioritize their importance.  

We is an edge weight in the test path and E is the number of edges in the test path. Wn is the weight of the test 

path (sum of node weights in test path) and N is the number of nodes in the test path. The score of a test path 

Scorep is calculated by (7), and the test paths are prioritized according to their scores in descending order. 
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1           (7) 

 

2.5.  Comparing computed results on prioritization of test paths with the survey results on the testers’ 

prioritization of test paths 

The objective of the proposed approach is to rank the test paths the same as the testers’ interests.  

In this section, the difference and the similarity between test path prioritization by the proposed methods and 

the subjective test path prioritization according to the testers’ interests will be evaluated. 

 

2.5.1. The calculation of the difference to subjective prioritization of the test paths 

 The difference Diff(T,R) between test path rank by the proposed methods (R) and the subjective test 

path prioritization according to the testers’ interests (T) is quantified in this section. The difference between 

test path prioritization can be calculated by (8) where P is the number of test paths in activity flow graph.  

The value of difference Diff(T,R) is between 0 and 1, the ideal value for Diff(T,R) is 0. Dp is the difference of 

a T-R pair of the test path. Tp is the test path rank according to the testers’ interests, and Rp is test path rank 
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by a proposed algorithmic method. If Rp is equal to Tp, this means that the proposed method can match  

the test path rank to the testers’ interests, the difference of the test path is 0. If Rp is more than Tp, this means 

that rank by the proposed method is too late for testing. The difference of the test path is punished as  

the double of the difference of their ranks. If Rp is less than Tp, the difference of the test path calculated as  

the difference of their ranks. MaxDiff is the maximum sum of the difference of T-R pair of all paths. 
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2.5.2. The calculation of the similarity to subjective prioritization of the test paths 

The similarity Sim(T,R) between test path rank by the proposed methods (R) and the subjective test 

path prioritization according to the testers’ interests (T) is quantified in this section. The similarity between 

test path prioritization can be calculated by (9), where P is the number of test paths in activity flow graph. 

The value of similarity Sim(T,R) is between 0 and 1, the ideal value for Sim(T,R) is 1. Sp is the similarity of  

a T-R pair of the test path. Tp is the test path rank according to the testers’ interests, and Rp is test path rank 

by a proposed algorithmic method. If Rp is less than Tp, this means that rank by the proposed method is not 

too late for testing, the similarity of the test path is 1. If Rp is equal to Tp, this means that the proposed method 

can match the test path rank to the testers’ interests, the similarity of the test path is doubly rewarded. If Rp is 

more than Tp, this means that rank by the proposed method is too late for testing, the similarity of the test 

path is 0. MaxSim is the maximum sum of the similarity of T-R pair of all paths. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

The study assessed the proposed weight assignment methods i.e. node weights and edge weights 

applying with Time management method, Pareto method, Buffett method, Binary method, and Bipolar 

method. In the experiment, the test paths from four UML activity diagrams (as described in section 2.3) were 

prioritized and compared with prior researches. 

 

3.1.  The results of test path prioritization 

The prioritizations of test paths from the activity flow graphs were obtained by assigning weights 

using five proposed methods: calculating the scores for the test paths by (7), calculating the difference and 

the similarity to subjective prioritization of the test paths according to the testers' interests by (8) and (9), 

respectively. If two test paths had the same score, it would assign the same rank value and the next number(s) 

will be skipped. The results of test path prioritization for ATM Withdraw activity flow graph are shown in 

Table 8, for Shipping Order System activity flow graph are shown in Table 9, for Vending Machine activity 

flow graph are shown in Table 10, and for Mileage Purchase activity flow graph are shown in Table 11. In all 

four tables, “Early” means the number of test paths that rank by the proposed method is earlier than rank by 

the tester. “Late” means the number of test paths that rank by the proposed method is later than rank by  

the tester. “Equal” means the proposed method can match the test path rank to the testers’ interests. 
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Table 8. The results of test path prioritization for ATM withdraw activity flow graph 
Test path 

no. 

Test path rank by proposed weight assignment 

methods 

Test path rank  

by tester 

Time 

management 

Pareto Buffett Binary Bipolar 

P1 5 4 2 2 1 1 

P2 6 6 5 4 3 7 

P3 7 7 7 6 5 2 

P4 8 8 8 8 7 8 

P5 1 1 1 1 2 3 

P6 3 2 3 3 4 9 

P7 2 3 4 4 6 4 

P8 4 5 6 7 8 10 

P9 10 9 9 9 9 5 

P10 9 10 10 10 10 11 

P11 12 11 11 11 11 6 

P12 11 11 12 12 13 12 

P13 14 14 14 13 12 13 

P14 13 13 13 14 14 14 

Early 8 8 6 5 7  

Equal 1 1 3 5 2  

Late 5 5 5 4 5  

Difference 0.43 0.37 0.33 0.29 0.31  

Similarity 0.36 0.36 0.43 0.54 0.39  

 

 

Table 9. The results of test path prioritization for shipping order system activity flow graph 
Test path 

no. 

Test path rank by proposed weight assignment 

methods 

Test path rank  

by tester 

Time 

management 

Pareto Buffett Binary Bipolar 

P1 2 2 3 4 5 6 

P2 1 1 1 1 1 1 

P3 3 2 2 2 3 3 

P4 6 6 6 6 6 5 

P5 4 4 3 3 2 2 

P6 5 5 5 5 4 4 

P7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

Early 1 2 2 2 1  

Equal 3 2 2 2 5  

Late 3 3 3 3 1  

Difference 0.33 0.36 0.28 0.25 0.08  

Similarity 0.50 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.79  

 

 

Table 10. The results of test path prioritization for vending machine activity flow graph 
Test path 

no. 

Test path rank by proposed weight assignment 

methods 

Test path rank  

by tester 

Time 

management 

Pareto Buffett Binary Bipolar 

P1 6 9 9 9 9 10 

P2 1 1 1 1 4 9 

P3 4 2 2 2 1 1 

P4 10 10 10 10 10 8 

P5 2 3 5 5 6 7 

P6 2 3 5 5 6 5 

P7 5 7 8 8 8 6 

P8 7 5 3 3 2 3 

P9 7 5 3 3 2 2 

P10 9 8 7 7 5 4 

Early 5 4 3 3 4  

Equal 0 0 2 2 2  

Late 5 6 5 5 4  

Difference 0.79 0.55 0.39 0.39 0.27  

Similarity 0.25 0.20 0.35 0.35 0.40  
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Table 11. The results of test path prioritization for mileage purchase activity flow graph 
Test path 

no. 

Test path rank by proposed weight assignment 

methods 

Test path rank by 

tester 

Time 

management 

Pareto Buffett Binary Bipolar 

P1 10 10 10 10 10 10 

P2 5 5 5 4 4 5 

P3 6 6 6 6 6 6 

P4 7 7 7 7 7 7 

P5 8 8 8 8 8 8 

P6 9 9 9 9 9 9 

P7 2 1 1 1 1 1 

P8 1 2 2 2 2 2 

P9 3 3 3 3 3 3 

P10 4 4 4 5 5 4 

Early 1 0 0 1 1  

Equal 8 10 10 8 8  

Late 1 0 0 1 1  

Difference 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.04  

Similarity 0.85 1.00 1.00 0.85 0.85  

 

 

3.2.  Comparison of test path prioritization by the proposed algorithmic method and testers’ interests 

On the evaluation of our proposed methods, the average of the difference and similarity values of all 

proposed methods were compared with prior published studies i.e., Kaur et al. [13], Wang et al. [15],  

Mahali and Acharya [16], and Jena et al. [22] with weight assignment as described in Table 1 and test path 

score calculation as described in Table 2. 

 

3.2.1. Comparison of the difference to subjective prioritization of the test paths 

On comparing five proposed algorithmic method with prior published studies, the difference values 

of all proposed methods were less (better) than those in the prior published studies for ATM Withdraw 

activity diagram, Shipping Order System activity diagram, and Mileage Purchase activity diagram as shown 

in Table 12. The Bipolar method had the least average of the difference value. Moreover, in comparing every 

average difference score of the proposed methods with the results from prior published studies,  

they performed better. 

 

 

Table 12. The difference values in test path prioritization 
Activity diagram Difference values  Prior published 

Time management Pareto Buffett Binary Bipolar  [13] [15] [16] [22] 

1. ATM Withdraw 0.43 0.37 0.33 0.29 0.31  0.59 0.56 0.54 0.61 

2. Shipping Order 0.33 0.36 0.28 0.25 0.08  0.42 0.42 0.42 0.50 

3. Vending Machine 0.79 0.55 0.39 0.39 0.27  0.35 0.31 0.25 0.40 

4. Mileage Purchase 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.04  0.80 0.72 0.80 0.80 

Average difference 0.40 0.32 0.25 0.24 0.18  0.54 0.50 0.50 0.58 

 

 

3.2.2. Comparison of the similarity to subjective prioritization of the test paths   

The experimental results show the similarity values of all proposed methods were more (better) than 

those in the prior published studies for ATM Withdraw activity diagram, shipping order system activity 

diagram, and Mileage Purchase activity diagram as shown in Table 13. The Bipolar method had the most 

average of the similarity value. Moreover, in comparing every average similarity score of the proposed 

methods with the results from prior published studies, they performed better. 

 

 

Table 13. The similarity values in test path prioritization  
Activity diagram Similarity values  Prior published 

Time management Pareto Buffett Binary Bipolar  [13] [15] [16] [22] 

1. ATM Withdraw  0.36 0.36 0.43 0.54 0.39  0.39 0.39 0.39 0.32 

2. Shipping Order 0.50 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.79  0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 

3. Vending Machine 0.25 0.20 0.35 0.35 0.40  0.50 0.65 0.60 0.50 

4. Mileage Purchase  0.85 1.00 1.00 0.85 0.85  0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 

Average similarity 0.49 0.50 0.55 0.54 0.61  0.38 0.42 0.41 0.37 
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4. TARGET-BASED TEST PATH PRIORITIZATION  

The enhancement of our proposed methods was the test path prioritization with the target area or 

changed area. To prioritize by the importance of the target area or of the changed area, the test paths for 

which the testers focused on the target area were prioritized by adding weight to those paths. As shown in 

(10), WT is the target weight. In case that the path composes of the target areas specified by the tester, WT is 

the maximum length of all test paths otherwise the WT value is 0. For example, now consider the test paths in 

the ATM Withdraw activity flow graph as shown in Figure 5, the testers were interested in the target area of 

node 9, so the test paths that passed through node 9 (P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, P10) were prioritized higher than  

the other test paths, as shown in Table 14. 
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Table 14. Prioritization of test paths by the importance of target area in ATM withdraw activity flow graph 
Test 

path no. 

Test path rank by proposed weight assignment methods 

Time management Pareto Buffett Binary Bipolar 

w/o 

target 

w/ 

target 

w/o 

target 

w/ 

target 

w/o 

target 

w/ 

target 

w/o 

target 

w/ 

target 

w/o 

target 

w/ 

target 

P1 5 7 4 7 2 7 2 7 1 7 

P2 6 8 6 8 5 8 4 8 3 8 

P3 7 9 7 9 7 9 6 9 5 9 

P4 8 10 8 10 8 10 8 10 7 10 

P5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 

P6 3 3 2 2 3 2 3 2 4 2 

P7 2 2 3 3 4 3 4 3 6 3 

P8 4 4 5 4 6 4 7 4 8 4 

P9 10 6 9 5 9 5 9 5 9 5 

P10 9 5 10 6 10 6 10 6 10 6 

P11 12 12 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 

P12 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 12 13 13 

P13 14 14 14 14 14 14 13 13 12 12 

P14 13 13 13 13 13 13 14 14 14 14 

Note: w/o stands for “without” and w/ stands for “with”. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

This paper proposed algorithmic test path prioritizations demonstrated with four UML activity 

diagrams. The activity diagram is selected according to criteria which are used in daily lives, easy to 

understand, had various control flows, and frequently used in prior published studies on software testing.  

The selection of activity diagrams depended on the control structure. Each activity diagram selected for this 

study had three different control structures which are selection control structures, iteration control structures, 

and fork-join structures. The four activity diagrams are converted to an activity flow graph. Then, an activity 

flow graph is used to generate test paths. 65 professional software testers prioritize test paths by importance 

according to their interests to create a baseline for comparisons. In this research, we define the weights of  

the node and edge in the activity flow graph. Initial node, final node, merge node, fork node, and join node 

are assigned 0. Activity node is assigned 1. Decision node is assigned 0, we define the edge weights for  

the decision node instead. Time management method, Pareto method, Buffett method, Binary method,  

and Bipolar method were applied to assign weights to edges of the decision node. Normal edge is assigned 1. 

We proposed the test path prioritization method to generate a sequence of test paths that would match  

the testers’ interests.  

The experimental results show that to rank all possible paths, the difference and the similarity to  

the baseline prioritization were compared. It was found that test path prioritization with our node weight 

assignment and edge weight assignment applied from Bipolar method gave the least average difference and 

the most average similarity from the baseline. The result of enhancement of test path prioritization with  

the target area or changed area shows that if the testers were interested in the target area of any activity in  

the activity diagram then the test paths that passed through those activities were prioritized higher than  

the other test paths. In the future, we will apply optimization techniques i.e., artificial bee colony algorithm 

with our proposed node weight assignment and edge weight assignment applied from Bipolar method to rank 

test paths based on important objectives, especially target area. 
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